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Abstract Flow loss in superplasticized systems has

been mainly explained in qualitative and comparative

ways over the past years. This is due to the intrinsic

complexity of the underlying mechanism involving a

change in the agglomeration degree as a result of

cement hydration. The lack of robust and reliable

experimental methodologies must have additionally

discouraged researchers from attempting to under-

stand the phenomena of flow loss in quantitative terms.

Thanks to new analytical methods, it was possible to

prove that after the so-called onset point, yield stress

increases exponentially with the increase of both heat

rate measured by isothermal calorimetry and specific

surface. This paper also identifies the existence of a

direct proportionality between the increase of heat rate

and the increase of specific surface area during the

acceleration period, most likely reflecting the nucle-

ation and growth nature at this stage of the cement

hydration.

Keywords Superplasticizers � Yield stress � Heat
rate � Isothermal calorimetry � BET model

1 Introduction

It is widely known that the loss of fluidity of cement

pastes may be affected by a number of factors, such as

cement hydration, mixing procedure, as well as type,

dosage and addition mode of superplasticizers, specif-

ically, those based on Polycarboxylate Ether polymers

(PCEs) [1–7]. The fact that these parameters can act

simultaneously makes very challenging to describe

flow loss in quantitative terms. For this reason, the

responsible mechanism for flow loss in superplasti-

cized cementitious systems is comparatively much

less studied in the literature than the effects of PCEs on

the initial dispersion. As common practice, PCEs with

a lower amount of charges on the backbone (lower

initial adsorption) and short side chains are commonly

used, if extended workability time is desired [2, 3, 8].

On the other hand, polymers with a higher amount of

charges are generally preferred when requirements of

workability retention are of lesser interest. However, a

deep understanding about the direct impact of PCEs

with different molecular structures and their dosages

on the evolution of the rheological properties of fresh
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cementitious systems have barely been reported in the

literature.

As a consequence of the intrinsic complexity of

cementitious systems, the identification of the rheo-

logical features might result confused and often

mistaken. Therefore, it is fundamental to recall here

the notions of thixotropy and irreversible structural

build-up. The former is a reversible process by which

the structure of a fluid, broken down during shear, is

rebuilt at rest due to the flocculation of cement particles

through colloidal attractive forces [9–11]. Introduced

for the first time in the technical terminology by

Tattersall and Banfill [12], the irreversible structural

build-up refers to the impossibility for a fluid to fully

recover its initial yield stress when exposed to high

shear, as for concretes in a mixer. Unfortunately,

concretes exhibit both behaviors and the distinction of

the two is still matter of discussion. Some advances

have been made to understand this mechanism for non-

admixed cementitious systems studying critical defor-

mations at different strains [10, 13]. Strains on the

order of 10-3 correspond to the flocculation between

nanoscopic hydrates in the first minutes after the

contact of cement with water, likely due to the

nucleation of C–S–H bridging particles. Conversely,

higher strains are required to break stronger and more

rigid bonds at the contact points between the C–S–H

particles growing during hydration [10, 14, 15].

Among other factors, such as w/c ratio or cement

composition, the presence of PCEs introduces a

further variable in the system, making the above-

mentioned phenomena even more difficult to discern.

In fact, adsorbed PCEs play a key role at the solid/

liquid interface, controlling the state of flocculation

that, in turn, has a strong effect on the rheological

properties. Their adsorption on cement particles may,

however, be compromised due to preferential seques-

tration by hydrated aluminate phases [16–18] or

adsorption on ettringite [19, 20]. In both cases, the

crystal nucleation and growth of the hydrates cause a

significant increase in the specific surface area

[19, 21, 22]. This leads to a reduction of the amount

of polymer available for the dispersion [1, 16, 17, 23],

affecting also workability over time, setting behavior

and development of the microstructure [19, 24–26].

This paper is part of a more global series of

publications based on [27] and aimed at quantitatively

answering the question of the flow loss in cement

pastes in presence of PCEs having different molecular

architecture. An important part of the research

endeavor was the development of reliable methodolo-

gies, still missing in the literature, to enable the proper

quantification of the main factors involved, in partic-

ular the specific surface area, the evolution of which is

expected to have a profound effect on yield stress.

In the present paper, the methodology to study that

evolution is reported. In particular, we establish how

the coupling of yield stress and calorimetry measure-

ments can serve to accurately identify the onset of the

acceleration period. In such timeframe, an original

correlation between the exponential rise of the yield

stress to both of heat rate and of specific surface area is

also shown, including a dependency on the molecular

structure and dosage of PCEs.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Materials

Five 25 kg-bags of fresh commercial CEM I 52.5R

Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC) (Holcim Group

Services Ltd./Holcim Technology Ltd., Zurich,

Switzerland) were used in the present work. The

characterization in terms of mineralogical composi-

tion, particle size distribution and SSABET are reported

in Online Resource 1. The content of the cement bags

was mixed and transferred into three PE screw cap

barrels to limit possible changes in composition due to

hydration and carbonation reactions.

Five non-commercial polycarboxylate ether-based

comb polymers, provided by SIKA AG, were used as

PCEs. The structural parameters are described in

Table 1. They were synthesized by copolymerization.

The methacrylic ester and methacrylic acid (MA,

Sigma-Aldrich) were simultaneously dosed into the

reactor filled with ultrapure water (UPW) for 4 h. In

parallel, initiator and chain transfer agent were dosed.

Afterwards, they were ultrafiltered (Labscale TFF

System, Merck Millipore) to remove residual mono-

mers, side chains, and salts. The molar masses of these

polymers were determined by size exclusion chro-

matography (SEC) with an Agilent 1260 Infinity

system (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA)

equipped with refractive index (RI) and Multi-Angle

Laser Light Scattering (MALS) detectors. The eluent

for SEC was Na2HPO4 0.067 mol/L at a flow rate of

1 mL/min. The carboxylate-to-ester ratio (C/E)
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indicates the grafting density of the side chains and

was calculated knowing the number of charges

quantified by titration [27].

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Cement paste preparation

Two kilogram of OPC were sampled from different

heights of PE barrel to prepare a cement paste with

ultrapure water (UPW) with a constant water to

cement ratio (w/c) of 0.3 using a Hobart mixer (N50

5-Quart Mixer). PCEs were dosed directly with the

mixing water (direct addition). The mixing procedure

was started after pouring the cement in the solution.

This consists of 30 s at low mixing speed (139 rpm),

30 s at high speed 2 (285 rpm), 30 s of stop were

necessary to scrape the paste off from the bowl

surface, then, 4 min at speed 2 for the final mixing.

Just after themixing, the cement paste was poured in

10 plastic beakers containing each 250 g of paste, then

covered with Parafilm to avoid water evaporation and

uptake of carbon dioxide over time. At the chosen time

of rest, each small batch of paste was mixed for 3 min

at 800 rpm with a vertical mixer (Eurostar power

control visc with a 4-bladed propeller stirrer, IKA) to

study the evolution of the cement paste properties,

namely fluidity and specific surface area over time.

In absence of PCEs, cement pastes havingw/c ratios

ranging between 0.494 and 0.55 were prepared to

reach a sufficiently large initial spread diameter for a

reliable evaluation of yield stress. The initial proce-

dure as well as the partition of the paste are the same as

presented above. However, it is known and further

confirmed in Fig. 1 that a change of the initialw/c ratio

can strongly affect the dissolution/precipitation pro-

cesses. Therefore, the additional water was added

10 min after the first contact with water to pastes

having initialw/c ratio of 0.3 and mixed at 800 rpm for

2 min. Calorimetric tests were started just after the end

of the mixing. Using this procedure, we could

demonstrate that a delayed addition of water, keeping

the same w/c ratio at the beginning of the hydration

and, consequently, the same supersaturation of the

pore solution, does not affect significantly the

Table 1 Characteristic molecular parameters of the used comb-shaped copolymers

PCE type Mw (kDa) C/E ratio P n SPCE (nm2/mol) K 9 105 #COO- (mmol/g PCE)

2.5PMA1000 31.9 2.70 23 24 123 52 2.11

4.0PMA1000 25.4 4.13 23 18 101 126 2.87

2.5PMA2000 64.0 2.75 46 28 262 13 1.18

4.0PMA2000 45.7 4.36 46 19 198 39 1.77

2.5PMA5000 106.0* 1.89 115 20 399 2 0.36

n is the number of units or the number of side chains for a single molecule. The molar masses, expressed in kDa, were estimated using

the absolute method MALS [28]. The asterisk indicates the Mw determined by SEC calibrated with PEO/PEG molar mass standards.

C/E is the number of monomers in the backbone for a single side chain that contains P monomers of ethylene oxide. SPCE is the

surface occupied by a single adsorbed molecule from [29]. K is the adsorption equilibrium constant from [23]. #COO- is the content

of carboxylate groups in mmol per g of dry polymer
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Fig. 1 Calorimetric curve shown as heat rate over time for

cement pastes without PCE at different delayed addition of

water starting from the same initialw/c of 0.3. A sample atw/c of

0.55 was included for comparison. The zoomed area shows the

heat rate evolution over the first 3 h of hydration
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dissolution process in the first hours of hydration, as

shown in the zoomed area of Fig. 1 by similar initial

parts of the calorimetric curves. However, main

differences are noticed in the intensity of the silicate

peak at later times.

2.2.2 Spread flow tests

After a predetermined resting time, each cement

paste sample was remixed for 3 min at 800 rpm with

a vertical mixer (Eurostar power control visc with a

4-bladed propeller stirrer, IKA) before the spread

flow test. This breaks down the bonds formed by

thixotropic build-up while the cement is left at rest

and puts samples in a comparable shear history state

before being measured. The spread flow test was

performed by using a plastic cylindrical mould,

having both diameter and height of 5 cm. It was

placed on a flat horizontal glass plate with a smooth

surface previously humidified with a sponge. The

mold was filled with the cement paste 1 min after

mixing. The cylinder was slowly lifted 1 min later to

let the paste flow. Two perpendicular diameters of the

spread at the base of the sample were then measured.

The glass plate and the cylinder with the remaining

paste were weighed to calculate the density of the

cement paste.

2.2.3 Isothermal calorimetry

Calorimetric measurements were performed on about

5 g of paste in an isothermal calorimeter TAM Air

(Waters GmbH, UB TA Instruments, Eschborn, Ger-

many) at 23 �C. The calorimetric test was started just

after the mixing and performing the spread flow at

10 min. The exact starting time of the measurement

was considered to guarantee the right calculation of

both heat rate, expressed in mW/gdry cement, and

cumulative heat, expressed in J/gdry cement, at the time

corresponding to the spread flow tests. Owing to both

instrumental and operative limitations, calorimetric

data can only be considered reliable 30–40 min after

the start of the experiment [30]. This time is indeed

necessary to let the sample reach the set temperature.

By doing this, information relating to the aluminate

dissolution (that makes its most significant contribu-

tion to cumulative heat in the first minutes of

hydration) is partially omitted.

2.2.4 Stopping of cement hydration

Solvent exchange was adopted to efficiently stop

cement hydration by the removal of the capillary

water. In this work, hydration had to be stopped on

numerous samples of cement pastes over the worka-

bility timeframe, that might last from one to several

hours, depending on both polymer dosage and struc-

ture. The solvent exchange procedure, validated for

anhydrous cementitious phases and synthetic ettringite

[31, 32], implies the mixing of cold isopropanol (IPA,

Sigma-Aldrich, puriss. p.a., ACS reagent[ 99.8%) at

5 �C with the cement paste at the ratio cement

paste/solvent ratio of 10. The drying step was applied

on about 7–8 g of fresh cement paste.

The procedure proposed here for early hydrated

cement pastes involves two steps of filtration: in the

first step, fresh pastes are poured in the barrel

(Vmax = 200 mL) of a stainless-steel pressure filter

holder previously mounted with a nylon 0.45 lm
membrane filter (Sartorius Stedim Biotech) under air

pressure (4 bar) to remove most of the superplasti-

cized interstitial liquid. Afterwards, the moist paste is

taken from the filter and put in contact with the solvent

and mixed in a beaker for 1 min, keeping the solvent/

powder ratio of 10. The suspension is poured and

filtered into the barrel of stainless-steel pressure filter

under air pressure to filter the excess of solvent out.

The moist powder on the filter is, finally, stored in a

desiccator with a calcium chloride saturated solution

(32%RH at 20 �C) until constant mass. Dried powders

were, then, gently homogenized in an agate mortar

before SSABET measurements.

2.2.5 SSABET measurements

The BET surface area measurements (SSABET) were

carried out on samples which hydration process was

previously stopped. A BET multi-point nitrogen

physisorption apparatus (Micromeritics Tristar II

3020) was used. The nitrogen adsorption was mea-

sured from an 11-points isotherm at a relative pressure

P/P0 range of 0.05–0.30 at 77 K. The SSA determi-

nations were repeated three times for each sample. The

samples were degassed in an external degassing

station (VacPrep 061 from Micromeritics) at 40 �C
under N2 flow (with a maximum flux of about

3 9 10-3 m3/h) for 16 h. Under these conditions,
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the microstructure of early hydration products as well

as gypsum still present in the fresh cement pastes is not

affected [31, 32].

2.3 Yield stress from spread flow measurements

The shape of cementitious materials at stoppage is

well accepted to be related to the yield stress

[33–36]. Over the past years, a greater attention has

been taken to quantitatively obtain reliable rela-

tions between yield stress values and either spread

flow or slump tests. Roussel and Coussot [37]

demonstrated that high yield stresses lead to defor-

mation involving extensional flow. For very low

spreads, they express yield stress by the following

equation:

s0 ¼
qVg
ffiffiffi

3
p

pR2
ð1Þ

where q and V are the density and the volume of the

sample, respectively, R is the radius of the spread and

g the standard gravity. As expressed elsewhere [38],

the spread flow depends on the sample volume and the

mould geometry in addition to the yield stress, which

is a material property.

Roussel et al. [39] demonstrated that samples with

low yield stress are subject to pure shear flow at very

large diameters. The proposed model relates the

characteristics of the cement paste, namely either

height or radius, to the variation of the pressure in the

sample. The yield stress is then calculated as:

s0 ¼
225

128p2
gV2R�5 � k

R2

V
ð2Þ

where surface tension effect is considered through the

last term for which the coefficient k of 0.005 is

proposed as a reasonable value for most cases.

Flatt et al. [38] proposed to combine both expres-

sions above, Eqs. 1 and 2, using an exponential

function of the spread diameter:

s0 ¼ exp b� a � Dð Þ ð3Þ

where D is the spread diameter, a and b are fitting

parameters corresponding to 0.3506 and 8.1505,

respectively. In the context of this work, the fitting

parameters a and bwere slightly changed to 0.3480 and

7.9473, respectively, considering that the averaged

density of the produced cement pastes is 2.00 g/cm3

and the used cylindrical mould. In the following plots,

the updated version of thismodel is referred to as ‘‘Flatt

et al. [38]—adapted’’.

Some years later, the two analytical solutions

represented by Eqs. 1 and 2 were merged in a different

way, obtaining an empirical solution that covers the

limits of both high and low deformations [40]. An

advantage over the previous interpolation is that the

volume and the sample density dependence are

explicitly included:

s0 ¼
225qgV2

128p2R5 1þ 225
128p �

ffiffiffi

3
p

VR�3
� �� �� k

R2

V
ð4Þ

More recently, Pierre et al. [41] intended to

rationalize the previous equations and to develop an

ex novo model valid for intermediate flow regimes.

Their objective was to account for the shape of the

sample at the stoppage. Because of this, they consider

that the upper part of the sample keeps the shape of the

original mould, while the spreading sample around the

central part is considered almost unsheared. Equa-

tion 5 enables the reliable quantification of the yield

stress regardless of the flow regime, sample volume or

mould shape. However, the calculation of the yield

stress is quite elaborate and is only presented for

cylindrical moulds. This leads to the following

solution:

s0 ¼
�b�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

b2 � 4ac
p

2a

 !2

ð5Þ

a¼ pR2
0

ffiffiffi

3
p

qg
;

b¼ 8p
15

R�R0ð Þ
5
2þ4p

3
R0 R�R0ð Þ

3
2þpR2

0 R�R0ð Þ
1
2

� �

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffi

2

qg

s

and c¼�V

where V is the volume of the sample, R and R0 are the

radius of the spread and the radius of the cylinder,

respectively.

In two independent works, it was demonstrated that

the surface tension effect cannot be neglected for high

spread values corresponding to about 1–2 Pa [38, 39].

The model proposed by Pierre et al. [41] does not

include the contribution of the surface tension effect.
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However, it can be easily included in the same way as

Roussel et al. did [39]. The resulting equation as

‘‘Pierre et al. [41]—adapted’’ is:

s0 ¼
�b�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

b2 � 4ac
p

2a

 !2

�k
R2

V
ð6Þ

This upgraded version of the equation proposed by

Pierre et al. is considered as the benchmark model

because it holds throughout the range of spread values

and does not involve any fitting parameters.

A closer look at the relative value of the different

models with respect to the benchmark is given in

Fig. 2.

This figure shows major deviations for those

models that can be reliably applied only for either

very low or very high diameters, respectively. The

empirical equation proposed by Zimmermann et al.

[40] suffers at the intermediate range of spread

values, reaching a relative difference higher than

25%. In contrast, the simple interpolation using an

exponential function (Flatt et al. [38]—adapted)

offers a very good match to the benchmark over the

whole range of spreads. For this reason and because

of the simplicity of its mathematical expression, this

relation has been used to analyze flow spread tests

through this paper.

3 Experimental results

3.1 Yield stress evolution

Figure 3 shows the evolution of the fluidity in relation

to the dosage for the polymer 2.5PMA1000. Similar

trends with the other 4 polymers are reported in Online

Resource 2. Different concentrations were selected to

cover a broad range of spread diameters for each

polymer at the beginning of hydration.

The initial fluidity, expressed as yield stress (Pa)

and calculated by the Eq. 3, depends on the polymer

dosage and structure. Specifically, the yield stress

increases when the dosage decreases. Generally, it is

noticed that all polymers lead to a yield stress that

rapidly stabilizes and then evolves only very slowly

during a period that we define as open time. This is

followed by a rapid increase of yield stress, which we

have tried to correlate to polymer structure and

dosage. It should be noted that the first data points

after the mixing, represented as empty symbols, are

collected before the start of the isothermal calorimetry

measurements. Therefore, they cannot be related to the

first steps of hydration kinetics and are not included in

our subsequent data analysis.

Refludification, evidenced as an increase of the

spread diameter some minutes after mixing, is most
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Fig. 2 Comparison between different models for the calcula-

tion of the yield stress and the adapted model proposed by Pierre
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Fig. 3 Evolution of yield stress over time in presence of the

polymer 2.5PMA1000, showing data series for different dosages

in mg of polymer/g cement. The empty symbols indicate the first

data that cannot be related to isothermal calorimetry

measurements
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clearly observed with the polymers having a C/E

ratio of 2.5. However, this effect is less evident or

even absent with polymers with higher C/E ratio.

Such effects depend on the sulfate content of cement

and the molecular structure of the polymer [42]. In

essence, it relates to a possible sulfate competition

[40, 43]. Therefore, polymers having high sensitivity

to sulfates should be most susceptible to refluidica-

tion [40, 44]. Refludification is also an example of

how mixing affects properties. Other examples

include the so-called ‘‘irreversible structural break-

down’’ [12]. In the context of this work, it was

noticed that a too short mixing time would lead

to an underestimation of the polymer dispersion

ability. As a consequence, the polymer could be

overdosed, causing some pastes to segregate even

after few hours. For this reason, the impact of mixing

duration was carefully studied and it was found that

a mixing time between 4 and 6 min could limit such

problems.

The developed protocol involved the preparation of

large quantities of cement pastes by using the Hobart

mixer. Since this is a rotation rate-controlled mixer we

could only set the mixing speed and time, so that the

mixing energy have changed from case to case

depending on the cohesion of the paste. To the best

of our knowledge, there is no alternative approach to

overcome this issue when using rotation rate-con-

trolled mixers.

3.2 Specific Surface Area (SSA)

The SSABET of the anhydrous cement is around 1 m2/

g. Figure 4 emphasizes that the SSABET changes after

the mixing of cement with water and polymer, ranging

approximately from 2 to 3.5 m2/g in the studied

timeframe. The changes in SSABET are lower for the

4PMA1000 polymer with a higher C/E. For the

polymer with a lower C/E, the SSABET increases more

(Fig. 4). Also, in all cases, it appears to be a period of

slight change followed by one of more substantial

increase. As shown in Fig. 5, no significant changes

can be observed by varying the w/c ratio in absence of

PCE, in agreement with the evolution of the heat

(Fig. 1). This confirms that the delayed addition of the

water does not modify the hydration of cement in the

first hours. The initial mixing stage is however very

important since it is during that period that cement

undergoes a first substantial increase in SSABET,

mainly due to the precipitation of ettringite [19].
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3.3 Relation between yield stress and heat rate

3.3.1 Basic observations

Experiments indicate that hydration kinetics measured

by isothermal calorimetry and the yield stress evolu-

tion are strongly correlated, as shown in Fig. 6. This is

most evident when plotting the yield stress versus

either the heat rate or versus the cumulative heat

(Online Resource 3). Two zones can be identified: in

the first one, the yield stress is roughly constant

(horizontal in the green-shaded zoomed zone in

Fig. 6), whereas it increases exponentially with heat

rate in the second yellowish zone.

The point at which the two regimes intersect is

defined as onset and the time when this occurs is

defined as onset time, tOS. Beyond this, the fluidity is

lost at a substantial rate. The two arrows in Fig. 7

indicate the direction of increasing time for each zone:

they have opposite directions in the plot of the heat

rate because the heat rate first decreases and then

increases. Plots related to the cumulative heat data are

reported in Online Resource 3. Amore careful analysis

of the data shows that the best exponential fits are

obtained with the heat rate rather than the cumulative

one. Therefore, in what follows, we will report yield

stress versus heat rate.

3.3.2 From yield stress back to spread diameters

As explained above, we generally find that the

exponential function of the heat rate fits very well

the yield stress:

s0;t ¼ s0;0 � exp u � dH
dt

	 


ð7Þ

where s0;t is the yield stress at the different tested

times, dH

dt
is the heat rate and u represents the yield

stress gain coefficient and s0;0 is the yield stress

extrapolated to dH=dt ¼ 0:

As explained in the Sect. 2.3, yield stress can be

obtained from spread flow test using an exponential

function of the spread flow diameter D (Eq. 3), where

a and b are constant values corresponding to 0.3480

and 7.9473, respectively.

Therefore, we write s0;0 as:

s0;0 ¼ exp b� aD0;0

� �

ð8Þ

Equations 3, 7 and 8 can be combined to give:

exp b� a � Dtð Þ ¼ exp b� a � D0;0

� �

� exp u � dHt

dt

	 


ð9Þ

where D0,0 is the spread diameter corresponding to the

extrapolated yield stress s0;0.
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Portlandite
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Fig. 6 Heat rate (black line) and yield stress evolution (red

squares) for an OPC paste with 2.5PMA2000 dosed at 2 mg/g

over the first 5 h. The green-shaded area corresponds to the

period when the yield stress is roughly constant, whereas the

orange-shaded area shows the yield stress increasing exponen-

tially with the heat rate. (Color figure online)

Fig. 7 Graphical representation of the relation of yield stress

versus heat rate. The used polymer is 2.5PMA2000 dosed at

2 mg/g. The arrows indicate the time evolution
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This gives the spread diameter Dt at time t as:

Dt ¼ D0;0 � v � dHt

dt
ð10Þ

with v being the rate of flow loss coefficient given by:

v ¼ u

a
ð11Þ

Equation 10 expresses the fact that, since the yield

stress is an exponential function of both the spread

diameter and the heat rate, then a linear relation should

exist between spread diameter and heat rate, as

illustrated in Fig. 8.

Figure 8 underlines that D0;0, and therefore also

s0;0, are just extrapolated values, which by themselves

do not have a physical meaning, but are useful fitting

parameters to determine. In each fit used to determine

these parameters, data points of spread diameters

smaller than 6.5 cm—corresponding to very high

yield stress values—were generally excluded as they

tended to depart from the exponential fit. The fact that

those points do not fit the selected regression function

may have a physical origin due to changes in rate laws,

but we rather attribute this to the lower accuracy of

yield stress prediction from low spread measurements.

Additionally, for very large spreads, the contribution

from the surface tension to flow spreads is only

calculated with a rather crude approximation. There-

fore, here also the accuracy of the exponential relation

between flow spread and yield stress can be

questioned.

3.3.3 Determination of the onset point

Our data clearly show that there must be a moment

during hydration when a real change of regime occurs,

probably caused by a critical event that leads to an

acceleration of the hydration. We refer such a moment

as onset and use the subscript OS to refer to it.

For our analysis we first determine the values of

DOS, and therefore the yield stress s0;OS, as well as the

heat rate dHOS

dt
by using the intersections between both

regimes on the plots of spread diameters versus heat

rate (Fig. 8). In the calculation that will follow, the

yield stresses are normalized with respect to it. Those

values are then reported with respect to the increase of

heat rate after the onset as dHt

dt
� dHOS

dt
.

In addition to the heat rate and the yield stress at the

onset, it is necessary to determine the exact time of the

onset (tOS), which is a more delicate step. Indeed, it

would a priori be useful to use the continuous

calorimetric measurements to identify that time when

the increase of the value of dHOS

dt
occurs. Unfortunately,

around the onset, portlandite may nucleate causing a

non-monotonic evolution of the heat rate as shown in

Fig. 6. This means that the heat rate at the onset, dHOS

dt
,

may be found at different times over a short period, but

only one of these corresponds to the real onset time.

We resolved this issue using linear fits of the spread

diameter versus time to extrapolate tOS in correspon-

dence to DOS from Fig. 8. The combination of values

of DOS, s0;OS,
dHOS

dt
, t0;OS, SSAOS are summarized in

Table 2.

3.4 Conditions at the onset time (tOS)

Figure 9 shows that the onset time linearly increases

with the number of charges introduced in the system.

The intercept from the linear regression corresponds to

the time at the onset in absence of polymer, trefOS. This

value (around 68 min in this specific case) is

Fig. 8 Graphical representation of spread diameters with

respect to heat rate for an OPC paste with the polymer

2.5PMA2000 initially dosed at 2 mg/g. The intercept D0,0 and

the slope v of the linear regression of D versus heat rate in the

acceleration period are shown. The arrows indicate the time

evolution. The diameter (DOS) and (dHOS/dt) at the onset are

obtained at the intersection of the two regime curves. The empty

symbol in at very small spread flow was excluded from the fit

calculation
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considered a good estimation because it occurs at the

transition between the induction and the acceleration

period (Fig. 1). Very interestingly, the occurrence of

the onset seems to be independent of the time when the

portlandite precipitates. Indeed, Fig. 9 shows that, for

a low amount of charges, the onset occurs before

the portlandite precipitation, whereas for a large

number of charges the onset starts after portlandite

precipitation.

3.5 Relation between hydration kinetics

and surface area evolution

An important contribution of this work is to study flow

loss in relation to changes in specific surface area.

Since the latter are driven by hydration, it makes sense

to study their quantitative relationship, although this is

not necessarily intuitive. Rather, a relation to specific

surface might appear more natural for yield stress

since this property depends on surface forces between

particles.

As shown in Fig. 10, there is a relation between

heat rate and specific surface after the onset, both

with and without PCEs. This is shown for three

polymers, for a total of seven dosages, and four mixes

without PCE. The data points look more scattered at

low values. However, in those cases the estimation of

the parameters of the onset is more delicate, mainly at

low dosages of PCE. Also, in absence of polymer,

Table 2 Summary of the main parameters at the onset point

PCE dHOS=dt (mW/g cement) DOS (cm) s0 (Pa) tOS (min) SSAOS (m2/g)

Type Dosage (mg/g cement)

2.5PMA1000 2 0.32 17.2 7.1 183 2.20 ± 0.03

3 0.31 21.3 1.7 265 2.04 ± 0.03

4 0.30 22.7 1.1 337 1.84 ± 0.03

2.5PMA2000 2 0.44 13.7 24.9 135 2.18 ± 0.02

3 0.41 18.0 5.4 171 2.13 ± 0.02

4 0.39 21.0 1.9 222 n.d.

2.5PMA5000 1.78 0.45 13.1 29.6 88 n.d.

2.67 0.38 22.0 1.3 106 n.d.

4.0PMA1000 1 0.31 14.3 19.4 159 2.07 ± 0.01

1.25 0.23 20.5 2.2 175 n.d.

1.5 0.23 22.0 1.3 235 1.96 ± 0.02

4.0PMA2000 1 0.41 13.5 26.0 105 n.d.

1.5 0.35 20.3 2.4 172 n.d.

The heat rate and the diameter at the onset were extrapolated at the intersection of the two regime curves, as shown in Fig. 8. The

yield stress was calculated by using the updated version of Eq. 3. tOS is extrapolated by the linear fit of spread diameter versus time in

correspondence of DOS

Fig. 9 Time at the onset in relation to the portlandite (CH)

precipitation, as identified by isothermal calorimetry by varying

the number of added charges. The extrapolation of the time at

the intercept corresponds to the estimated time at the onset (tOS
ref )

in absence of PCEs
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both dHOS

dt
and SSAOS have been extrapolated from

Fig. 9.

The slope of this linear relation between heat rates

and specific surfaces in presence of PCEs (Fig. 10a) is

almost half of that obtained from the reference mixes

not containing PCEs (Fig. 10b). This can be seen as a

result from PCEs slowing down dissolution, which, in

turn, leads to an inhibition of the growth of the specific

surface.

Importantly, Fig. 10a also shows up that this

relation does not depend on polymer type or dosage.

In any of these cases, we will however consider that

we have the following general relation:

dHt

dt
� dHOS

dt
¼ c SSAt � SSAOSð Þ ð12Þ

where SSAt � SSAOSð Þ is the increase of SSABET

after the onset, c (in mW/m2) is the slope correspond-

ing of 0.382 mW/m2 in presence of PCEs and 0.925

mW/m2 in their absence.

4 Discussion

Most of the data analysis reported in the literature

attempts to directly express yield stress as a function of

time, as shown in Fig. 3. In this work, for the first time,

by the combination of the yield stress calculation and

calorimetric data, two distinct regimes can be identi-

fied leading to an original correlation, where the

evolution of the yield stress is not studied only with

respect to time, but rather with respect to the evolution

of meaningful physical properties of the system.

Doing so, no hypothesis is needed about the effect of

PCEs on hydration kinetics, because the focus is on the

consequence of this change of kinetics. Specifically,

we want to see how the specific surface is changed

and, consequently, the yield stress evolves.

The advantage in studying superplasticized pastes

is that a very clear transition from one regime to

another can be detected. An important observation is

that data in the acceleration period cannot be ade-

quately fit by superposing two processes that would

both take place over the whole course of hydration.

Rather, after the onset, the yield stress seems to be

amplified by hydration in a way and to an extent that

does not occur before. From this perspective, it only

makes sense to discuss our data by including the

notion of onset.

4.1 Induction period or constant regime

During the induction period, a low and roughly linear

evolution of the yield stress is observed (Fig. 7),

although a moderate rise would be expected due to

thixotropy at rest, during which C–S–H bridges

constantly form [10–12, 45, 46].

Roussel [11, 46] defined the constant rate for the

increase of yield stress s0 during a resting time trest as

flocculation rate, Athix:
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Fig. 10 Increase of the heat rate in relation to the increase of

the SSABET after the onset: a in superplasticized mixes for a

total of 7 dosages with 3 different polymers and b for plain

mixes with 4 different final w/c ratios
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s0;t
s0;0

¼ 1þ Athix

s0;0
trest ð13Þ

While this equation describes an evolution of the

yield stress at rest, the procedure in our experiments

‘‘refreshes’’ the cement paste, by remixing it with an

equivalent intensity (at least the same mixing rate and

duration for all the samples) before spread measure-

ments. In this way, thixotropic effects can be

neglected, which allows us to focus on the impact of

hydration reactions.

We infer that no irreversible structural build-up

takes place during the induction period, although

isothermal calorimetry data shows that some reactions

take place. Our claim is supported by the fact that yield

stress ðs0;tÞ normalized by its value just after the

mixing at t0 ðs0;0Þ runs independently to the heat rate

for seven mixes using three different PCEs (Fig. 11).

A similar relationship for the cumulative heat is

presented in Online Resource 3.

During the induction period, various factors affect

the yield stress, such as particle size distribution of

cement, polymer structure and dosage. Specific sur-

face area of hydrating cement also plays a role, but it

cannot account alone for the effect of different

polymer structures and dosages on the yield stress of

a given cement. Indeed, in this initial hydration period,

the specific surface area remains rather constant and is

not dependent on heat rate as shown in Fig. 12.

However, its evolution becomes relevant at later times

(Figs. 4 and 5), likely after the onset.

4.2 Onset or transition point

The timing of the occurrence of the onset is linked to

the retarding effect of PCEs. In this context, it was

recently reported that in direct addition, a critical PCE

concentration can be derived, after which the retarda-

tion, Dt, increases linearly with the number of charged

functional groups interacting with the silicate phases

[20, 47]. In contrast, the onset time is purely propor-

tional to the dosed charges. This linearity resembles

the case of delayed addition recently reported for a

model cement by Marchon et al. [20, 47]. However,

here the slope of this regression is the same for all

polymers and does not show a dependence on C/E.

This difference may be due to the fact that the

polymers used in the present work were produced by

copolymerization rather than grafting. Alternatively, it

could be due to the fact that our experiments were

carried out in direct rather than indirect addition. The

fact that there is no apparent ‘‘lost polymer’’, as in the

case of direct addition by Marchon et al., suggests that

the amount of polymer ‘‘consumed’’ by aluminates is

very low, when compared to the used dosages. This

might be due to the high content of the C3A in the
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model cement used by those authors (20%) in contrast

with the moderate amount in the industrial cement

used here (about 6%).

As recently demonstrated by several authors

[47–49], PCEs preferentially block highly reactive

surfaces, characterized by defects in form of kinks and

etch pits, limiting the step retreat process. We confirm

this theory on the basis of two independent consider-

ations. Firstly, it is noted from Table 2 that, for a given

polymer, the heat rate at the onset decreases by

increasing the number of charges. This confirms that

PCEs slow down the dissolution of cement phases in

relation to their molecular structure [47]. Secondly,

the initial SSABET decreases when the polymer dosage

is increased, as shown in the same table. This suggests

that PCEs block the opening of etch pits and rough-

ening of the cement grains more than promoting the

nucleation of ettringite. Therefore, it seems that our

PCEs adsorb both on ettringite and silicates from the

beginning of the hydration. This contrasts with the

study byMarchon et al., who found, in a model cement

and direct addition, that at low dosages polymers are

fully mobilized on ettringite [20, 47]. On that basis,

they considered the specific surface of hydrates

formed as the surface on which polymers adsorb. In

our case, however, it is more appropriate to consider

that adsorption takes place on all cement phases.

Portlandite nucleation and precipitation have been

suggested as a possible trigger for the accelerated

hydration rate [50, 51]. It is very often observed as a

small bump in calorimetric curves at the end of the

induction period [50, 52]. However, while portlandite

precipitation might explain the beginning of the

acceleration period in plain mixes where the induction

period is extremely short, it seems unrelated to the

onset in presence of PCEs. Indeed, we evidence that

the onset can appear even several hours after the

portlandite precipitation when high polymer dosages

are used, as shown in Fig. 9. We infer therefore that

the transition between the induction and the acceler-

ation periods might be controlled by the initiation of

nucleation and growth of hydrates or by the ending

dissolution inhibition.

4.3 Acceleration period or exponential regime

Various authors have reported an exponential increase

of the yield stress over time [38, 45, 53–55]. In many

cases, there is no clear distinction between the

induction period and the acceleration period, but an

attempt to describe the overall evolution by a single

expression. For example, Perrot et al. [56] recently

proposed the following expression for the normalized

yield stress as:

s0;t
s0;0

¼ Athix

s0;0
tc et=tc � 1
� �

þ 1 ð14Þ

where tc is a fitting parameter defined as characteristic

time.

Linearization of the above equation for short times

(typically from seconds to minutes [10, 56]) leads to

Eq. 13. In the induction period, it was evidenced that

hydration does not lead to irreversible changes and,

therefore, the above equation must relate to thixo-

tropy. However, after the onset, the exponential

increase of the yield stress with respect to the heat

rate describes an irreversible change. The intermixing

of these two phenomena (reversible and irreversible

ones) in a single equation, therefore, may fit data well,

but cannot provide physical insight. The present

experiments clearly identify the existence of an onset

that indicates the start of a new process leading to an

exponential increase of yield stress. In contrast to the

existing literature, the introduction of this new

parameter defines the guidelines of an original

approach for tackling the question of flow loss.

In the present work, we evidence an exponential

relation between yield stress and hydration kinetics in

the acceleration period (Fig. 7). A similar exponential

relation is found between yield stress and specific

surface area, additionally showing the same depen-

dence on the polymer structure and dosage. Here, we

emphasize that it is quite understandable and expected

that yield stress should increase with specific surface.

However, understanding the nature of such increase

and its relation to PCE type and dosage is a more

complex problem, that has been treated by Mantellato

[27] and planned to be covered in subsequent papers.

For this paper, it is worth highlighting that the

above relations imply that there is a direct propor-

tionality between the increase in specific surface area

and the increase of heat rate during the acceleration

period, as illustrated in Fig. 10. This may result from

dissolution control, but more probably reflects a

boundary nucleation and growth nature of the accel-

eration period [57–61]. Because surface formation is

so important in those theories, we believe that the
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result in Fig. 10 should be a great interest to research

on cement hydration. Specifically, for experimental-

ists, the protocols and methodology presented should

make possible to more reliably identify the onset of the

acceleration period than has been previously possible

for cement pastes.

Finally, we note that in absence of PCEs, we also

find a direct proportionality between the increase of

the heat rate, dHt

dt
� dHOS

dt

� �

and the increase of the

specific surface area, SSAt � SSAOSð Þ as shown in

Fig. 10b. However, the proportionality constant is not

the same as in presence of PCEs.We are not yet sure of

the reason for this discrepancy, but tentatively

attribute it to a difference in the balance between

heterogeneous and homogenous nucleation. Various

studies indeed support the view that PCEs increase the

proportion of homogenous nucleation events at the

expense of heterogeneous nucleation that is dominant

in their absence [62–65].

4.4 Considerations about the onset time

The onset time has a special significance in practice as

it defines the duration of the open time, but it is also

paradoxically difficult to determine reliably with

simple tests. Various attempts to do so include the

measurements of setting time by Vicat test [66], force

measurements by penetrometers [67], Ultrasonic

Pulse Velocity [68, 69] and Electrical Resistivity

[70] tests. However, it is well known that these

empirical tests are not always able to capture even

major differences occurring in hydrating systems

when they are conducted out of the range of standard

procedures, mainly in presence of PCEs [8]. There-

fore, it worth noting that the time at the onset might

correspond to the setting time measured with the

previously mentioned tests.

Indeed, these generally all rely on an analysis of

the time evolution of these measurements to deter-

mine the onset time, which involves some ambigu-

ities, because the transition from one regime to

another is not generally very sharp in time. Con-

versely, in this paper, it was shown how the onset

time can then be unambiguously extracted from a

calorimetry curve once the onset point has been

identified by the specific combination of yield stress

and heat rate as in Fig. 7.

5 Conclusions

Thanks to the presented analytical methods, it was

possible to establish a strong correlation between yield

stress evolution and hydration kinetics expressed as

heat rate after the onset. The presented data clearly

identify the existence of an onset that indicates the

start of a new process leading to an exponential

increase of yield stress in relation to heat rate. This

marks a very clear difference with the existing

literature and highlights the originality of this work.

This paper also shows that the onset is not caused by

the precipitation of portlandite.

More interestingly, two distinct processes are

shown to occur before and after the onset. For the

first time, we could examine them individually,

showing different dependencies on hydration kinetics

that cannot be described by a single expression. In this

way, it was demonstrated that, during the induction

period, the linear evolution of the yield stress is

independent of hydration reactions and, therefore, can

be referred to as thixotropy. In contrast, after the onset,

the exponential increase of the yield stress is propor-

tional to the heat rate, describing an irreversible

structural build-up. In turn, in the same timeframe, an

exponential dependence of yield stress with the

increase in specific surface was also found. This result

can be more directly understood because yield stress

derives from interparticle forces.

Importantly, the two exponential relations men-

tioned above imply that in the acceleration period

there is a direct proportionality between the increase in

specific surface and the increase in heat rate. This

important experimental result most likely points to the

nucleation and growth nature of the acceleration

period. The procedures presented in this paper may

therefore become important for kinetic studies of

cement hydration for which a better isolation of the

acceleration period may be needed than has been

possible up to now.
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